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Abstract

The emergence of enhanced capabilities in computer technology coupled with the growing body of knowledge regarding item response theory has resulted in the expansion of computerized adaptive test (CAT) utilization in a variety of venues. Newcomers to the field need a more thorough understanding of IRT principles, their impact on CAT development, and other practical issues. This paper provides a brief overview of how a CAT is developed, basic concepts of IRT and proficiency estimation, and examines a few of the issues associated with development to include selected methodologies that address those issues, and other methods under investigation.
Computerized Adaptive Testing: Issues in Development

The purpose of testing remains constant regardless of methodology: to compare the proficiency level of one individual or group to that of another for the trait under examination. This may be accomplished by providing the same examination and administration conditions, equating the examinations through common parts, or by connecting the forms through the use of theory. The development of item response theory (IRT) provided the basis for form connection in computerized adaptive testing (CAT). However, until the emergence of enhanced capabilities of microcomputers, CAT remained economically and practically unfeasible. The 1970s and 1980s saw the proliferation of research about various aspects of this testing methodology. This trend has continued as evidenced by the fact that 25% of all paper presentations at the 1999 annual meeting of the National Council on Measurement in Education related to CAT. The body of knowledge surrounding the nuances of CAT has developed more rapidly with the advances in computer technology. With this growth has come new interest from other researchers involved in assessment via rating scales, performance tasks, personality and attitude inventories as well as health outcome measurement. (Hambleton, 1999; Harvey & Hammer, 1999; Hays, Morales, & Reise, 1999; Meijer & Nering, 1999; Wainer, 1983)

As the interest in utilizing CAT has proliferated, newcomers to the field need a more thorough understanding of IRT principles, their impact on CAT development, and other practical issues. Wise (1997) identified a variety of practical issues that arise in the development, implementation, and management of CAT programs. They included item pool development, choice of item response theory models, proficiency estimation method choice, and testing algorithm procedures as well as others. This paper provides a brief
overview of how a CAT is developed, basic concepts of IRT and proficiency estimation, and then will examine a few of the issues associated with development, selected methodologies that address those issues, and other methods under investigation.

Computerized Adaptive Testing Development Overview

The advantage of CAT in providing more efficient and precise ability estimates often sways an organization to convert established paper and pencil or computerized examinations to that of an adaptive test. Development of a CAT follows similar, though more expansive, steps performed in the making of any examination. Once content domains have been agreed upon and test specifications designed, a sufficient number of individual items for each area are constructed through the use of subject matter experts. Item development should include review by sensitivity panels and test development experts. Particular attention must be paid to the variety and difficulty spread of items within each content area. Every new item must undergo pretesting followed by posttest review given the item analysis results provided by both classic test theory and item response theory procedures. Following final item selection, the resulting item pool undergoes simulation studies to assess its function as a pool and to assess the goodness of fit of data to the IRT model selected. Often individual items will undergo revision and retesting prior to the examination becoming "live" (Flaugher, 2000). Overton and Harms (1997) provide an excellent description of many of these steps as they developed a CAT for use in selecting computer programmer trainees used by a large insurance company.

CAT administration is an iterative process of presenting selected items to the examinee and estimating the examinee's level of proficiency given the response to the presented item. The next selected item is matched to the examinee's current proficiency
level and the level is recalculated following the response. The examination continues until a stopping criterion, such as a set level of measurement precision, fixed number of items, or content specifications, is met. (Chen, Ankenmann, & Chang, 2000; Meijer, & Nering, 1999; Thissen & Mislevy, 2000; Wainer & Mislevy, 2000). It is the principles of item response theory (IRT) advanced by Federic Lord, that allow the administration of different sets of items drawn from a pool to different examinees and the estimation of their proficiency on a common scale. The majority of Lord's work targeted dichotomously scored data, however, this work has been expanded to include polytomous and partial credit data. The choice of the IRT model and proficiency estimation method had important implications in the development of a CAT (Hambleton, 2000; Wainer, 1983; Wise, 1997).

Although a more thorough discussion of IRT methods will be presented later, it should be noted that IRT methods are utilized in CAT development, rather than classical test theory, for two main reasons. First, it will allow researchers to more accurately rank respondents in terms of their pattern of responses (Crocker & Algina, 1986; Hambleton, 1983). Although some researchers have argued that IRT does not produce scores necessarily different from classical test theory, IRT is maximized at the tails of the distribution (Fan, 1998). This means that CAT will better capture true scores of students who score at extremes of the distribution of scores and potentially discover whether or not students obtained scores accurately or from guessing. Second, using IRT estimates will allow for the generalization of these scores to both the population of interest and to future users, whereas classical test theory results will not generalize to future users.

Basic Concepts of IRT and Proficiency Estimation
Item response theory represents a family of mathematical descriptions utilizing logistic function to depict what occurs when an examinee with particular proficiency level is confronted with a particular test item. At its core is the premise that a single dimension of knowledge or latent trait underlies examinee performance and that all test items rely on this dimension for their correct response. Stated differently, IRT assumes "unidimensionality" that a single ability is responsible for the examinee responses to items. The theory posits various "models" that connect the characteristics or parameters of the test item to the probability of the examinee answering the item correctly. The models differ in the way that proficiency level is presumed to cause the item response given the item characteristics. In the most commonly used models, the examinee proficiency level is denoted as theta (\( \theta \)) and the item characteristics of discrimination and difficulty level are denoted as \( a \) and \( b \) respectively with \( c \) denoting the impact of guessing. The Rasch model characterizes items with the single parameter of item difficulty while the two-parameter logistic (2-PL) model includes difficulty and discrimination. The three-parameter model adds the \( c \) parameter for guessing. It should be noted that additional parameters can be included within the models and such models are the focus of continued research. Although the one parameter IRT model (maximum likelihood estimation) and the Rasch model (unconditional) are only concerned with obtaining estimates for the \( b \) parameter, or item difficulty, the estimation methods by which these parameters are calculated differ. Mathematically, the 3-PL model is defined as

\[
P(\theta) = c + \frac{(1 - c) \exp[a(\theta - b)]}{1 + \exp[a(\theta - b)]}.
\]
The 1-PL model is obtained by fixing $a = 1$ and $c = 0$. The 2-PL model is obtained by fixing $c = 0$ and allowing for the estimation of the $a$ and $b$ parameters (Crocker & Algina, 1986; Hambleton, 2000; Harvey & Hammer, 1999; Wainer & Mislevy, 2000). The resulting graphic representation of this mathematical description of the relationship between the proficiency level and that of the item parameters is known as the item characteristic curve (ICC).

Estimating the proficiency level ($\theta$) can be accomplished through a variety of methods. Two commonly used procedures include the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) and Bayes Modal Estimate. These methods utilize the probability of an item response pattern following a $j$th item administered in a CAT and can be represented by the following equation provided in Wainer and Mislevy (2000)

$$P(x_i|\theta, \beta) = \prod P_j(\theta)^{X_j} Q(\theta)^{1-X_j}$$

where $X_i$ represents the score pattern for examinee $i$, $\beta$ represents the item parameters of the item, and $Q(\theta) = 1 - P(\theta)$.

In stated form, this equation is the probability of an examinee's score pattern, given that individual's proficiency level and the parameters of the items answered is equal to the product of the probabilities generated from the item response model for each of the items, or the ICCs. The first term of the equation reflects the ICC for correct responses and the second term reflects those for incorrect responses. The result of this multiplication of the ICCs is known as the posterior distribution of proficiency. The maximum likelihood estimate method is merely the mode of this posterior distribution or probability. Other types of proficiency estimation methods are variations of this idea. The Bayes Modal Estimate utilizes information of the proficiency level prior to the
observation of the score pattern and is commonly called the prior distribution of $\theta$. This information is treated as one more item added into the overall estimation scheme. The width of the posterior distribution of proficiency is often used as a measure of the estimate accuracy. The narrower the distribution, the more accurate the estimate of proficiency is. It can be shown that lengthening a test with items of appropriate difficulty will narrow the distribution and provide increased precision (Wainer & Mislevy, 2000). Certainly, accuracy of proficiency estimation is crucial for high stakes examinations such as licensure tests. Thus another area of ongoing research is the development of alternative procedures for proficiency level estimation to enhance accuracy such as weighted maximum likelihood estimation (WLE), expected a posteriori estimation (EAP), and maximum a posteriori estimation (MAP) (Meijer & Nering, 1999).

Cheng and Liou (2000) provide a review of several methods currently used to estimate proficiency levels in CATs and examined the accuracy of different testing algorithms (discussed below) through the evaluation of mean squared errors (MSEs) associated with the resulting proficiency level estimate. Noting that MLE and Bayesian modal estimations of have been shown to give biased estimates in short tests, they investigated combinations of MLE and WLE with four methods of item selection; optimal item difficulty, most informative item, and two versions of Kullback-Leiber (KL) information. Their results suggested that in all combinations correction of proficiency estimate bias was necessary in the earlier stages of CAT. WLE gave less biased estimates regardless of the algorithm used. While the WLE and KL item selection combination outperformed the other combinations, having the smallest amount of MSE throughout the simulation, it was more time consuming, requiring an average of .25 seconds to select an
item. Given the similarities in overall results, they recommended considering the use of WLE combined with optimal item difficulty for CATs with larger banks or longer tests and the WLE/KL combination for smaller banks or when time limitations are not an issue. The effects of other parameters such as content or item exposure still need to be investigated, however, as they may effect these recommendations.

Testing Algorithms: Item Selection and Exposure Rate

The rules specifying the questions to be answered by the examinee and their order of presentation is known as a CAT testing algorithm or item selection rule (ISR). These rules establish how to start the examination, how to continue and when to stop. As previously noted, successful implementation of CAT depends upon the efficiency and usefulness of the item selection criterion. The most widely used item selection strategies are the maximum information approach and Bayesian item selection, developed by Lord and Owen respectively (Cheng & Liou, 2000; Thissen and Mislevy, 2000). It is well established that both these methods converge on true proficiency level, yet the speed at which a particular algorithm obtains this result depends on the initialization of the process. Van der Linden (1999) suggests two reasons why it is desirable for the algorithm to begin with estimations of the proficiency level close to its true value. Knowing that optimal content validity is paramount in real world administration and that this requires additional constraints to be placed on item selection that in turns slows the algorithm, precise initial estimation of the proficiency level would alleviate some of the problem. Additionally concerns about item exposure rates may be decreased with more accurate initial estimates of theta.
Chang and Ying (1999) detail another method for item selection based on the discrimination parameter of the items. They reasoned that it might be advantageous to utilize the more highly discriminating items later in the testing algorithm when the estimates of proficiency were more refined as a result of increased number of item responses. They noted that while the Sympson-Hetter method (which includes an exposure parameter) effectively controls exposure rate of all items, it does little to increase the exposure rate of those items rarely selected. Such an increase could enhance the efficiency of the overall item pool. Their method, $\alpha$-stratified multistage CAT, separates the items in the pool into a number of levels based on their $\alpha$ (discrimination) levels. During the first parts of the examination, the testing algorithm selects those items with lower slopes while those with higher levels are utilized later. At each level, an optimization criterion that matched the $b$ (difficulty) to the estimated proficiency level is used in the selection process rather than maximum item information approach.

Simulation studies comparing this method to CAT utilizing maximum information approach, Bayesian selection and the Sympson-Hetter method of item exposure control indicated the $\alpha$-stratified multistage approach produced lower than average exposure of the other methods. Additional study to investigate the effects of item bank size, number of examinees, content balancing and variable length of tests is suggested by the authors. Chen, Ankenmann, and Chang (2000) compared five types of item selection rules that are either currently in large use or have been proposed as alternatives. Their study is one of the firsts to examine the effects of the various selection rules on efficiency and precision of proficiency estimation. Although beyond the scope of this work, readers with strong methodological backgrounds may find this particular article helpful.
Although CAT provides a distinct test for each examinee, test pool items may be used for more than one individual as selected according to the testing algorithm's choice of the "best" item to present. Inflated scores of subsequent examines may result as items become known as a result of frequent administration or item exposure rate. Certainly, the higher the stakes of the examination, the more likely that individuals will attempt to gain information about test pool items. Additionally, breadth and depth of the item bank will contribute to exposure rates. In recent years, considerable attention has been afforded to the risk of test security as a result of high item exposure rates. Several methods have been proposed to control the rates to include management of item banks, examination, correction of unusual responses following test administration, and a variety of procedures to control exposure rates during the test administration. (Chang & Twu, 1998; Meijer & Nering, 1999; Thissen & Mislevy, 2000). The issue of interest for this paper will be that of exposure rate control methodology.

Chang and Twu (1998) compared five leading algorithms proposed to control item exposure rates in terms of test security, item overlap rate, and the conditional standard error of measurement. The simplest of these, developed by McBride and Martin, chooses the first test item randomly from the top five choices, the second from the top four, and so on until the fifth item at which point the best available item is presented. The Sympson-Hetter procedure determines an exposure control parameter for each item in the pool. The decision to present the item depends upon the value of this parameter. High use items usually carry low parameter values while items rarely used may have parameter values approaching 1.0, and are thus almost always administered if selected by the testing algorithm. The Davey-Parshall method also utilizes an exposure control parameter,
however, this parameter is conditioned on all other items administered previously.
Additionally, this method purports to minimize the extent to which sets or pairs of items
are presented in the examination. The method requires the use of an exposure table
developed through a series of simulation studies. The Stocking-Lewis unconditional
multinomial procedure is a remodeled approach of the Sympson-Hetter described above.
The exposure control parameter is developed in the same manner but the next item
selection process employs a multinomial model rather than the use optimal item.
Stocking-Lewis also developed the conditional multinomial method for use in controlling
exposure rates to examinees with the same or similar levels of proficiency. Chang and
Twu (1998) concluded that the McBride-Martin method, though simple, did not ensure
item security any better than testing completed without exposure controls in place. This
finding suggests that controlling item exposure rates early in the examination does not
remedy the test security issue. The Sympson-Hetter as well as the Stocking-Lewis
unconditional multinomial procedures were found to yield similar results on all criteria
investigated, however, the development of the parameters was more efficiently
accomplished with the Sympson-Hetter. Both the Davey-Parshall method and the
Stocking-Lewis conditional procedure controlled item exposure rates and item overlap
rates but at the price of loss in measurement precision. The Davey-Parshall method loss
was deemed acceptable in light of the test security it afforded. It is yet to be determined if
the most satisfactory results of Stocking-Lewis are worth the cost in terms of standard
error of measurement.

The utilization of CAT in the assessment is not without its limitations and
concerns. Researchers in attempting to produce more reliable and valid measurement
must continue their dedication to accurate definition of traits and their related domains, to the development of items measuring those traits that withstand field testing, and the construction of tests subjected to confirmatory studies. The 21st century will no doubt see the expansion of IRT understanding and its implications for CAT as much remains to be elucidated. Limitations of time and space have precluded the introduction or expansion of issues concerning pool development such as bank size, item quality, pool integrity, invariance drift, and presence of multidimensionality; issues concerning administration and scoring such as content balancing, test speed, item review, and equating methodologies; and certainly, issues concerning the examinees. Individuals involved in assessment must remain committed to enhancing their own knowledge base on these issues and it is hoped that this work provides a starting point for that endeavor.

(Hambleton, 2000; Hays, et al., 2000)
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